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Quantum computers offer unprecedented cryptanalysis that will break legacy asymmetric
cryptography. Consequently, organizations will need to undergo a cryptographic transition,
migrating to post-quantum cryptography (PQC), but the questions are what, when, and how. This
article discusses myths, legends, and hypothesis regarding the quantum menace.

Q

uantum computers use quantum bits (qubits) to
encode linear algebraic equations that can solve
hard mathematical problems that are infeasible on
classical computers. The adjective infeasible is chosen carefully, meaning: not possible to do easily or conveniently, that
is, something that is impracticable, but not necessarily impossible. Given enough resources such as time, money, and
computing power, whether it be a massive supercomputer or
a million regular computers, almost any mathematical problem can be solved. After all, we all know the answer is forty
two. Seriously, there is much research in the development of
quantum computers, for example:
• IBM offers its Q Network [4]

• Google is researching quantum processors and algorithms [3]
• Microsoft is developing quantum solutions [10]
• D-Wave is exploring quantum systems [2]

Qubits encode two bits of information using superposition
versus classical computers that can only encode one bit. Thus
N-qubits can encode 2N data bits, an exponential increase.
Qubits also share information amongst themselves using
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quantum entanglement, where separate particles mirror
each other’s characteristics. Entanglement has been used as
a key management method called Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) for many years. However, if you do not understand quantum mechanics, it’s not necessary to understand
the risks. The physicist Richard P. Feynman once said: If you
think you understand quantum mechanics, you don't understand quantum mechanics [13]. So what do you need to know
to understand the quantum menace?
Two well-known hard mathematical problems are (1) determining discrete logarithms and (2) factoring numbers. For
large enough numbers, solving either problem is infeasible
by classical computers. This means the amount of computer
power is too high, too expensive, or the length of time necessary, many thousands of hours, to solve these problems is too
much. When quantum computers are sufficiently stable with
enough qubits at low error rates, they will be able to solve
these and other problems literally in seconds. Many business
problems unsolvable today will be tractable tomorrow. But
the question is: how can this computational potential affects
today’s modern cryptography?
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Three well-known asymmetric algorithms
will be at risk. Recall that asymmetric algorithms use a key pair, namely a public
key and a private key. The private key cannot be determined from the public, based
on the infeasibility of hard mathematical
problems, namely factorization and discrete logs.
• The RSA public key N is the product
of two prime numbers, called P and Q. The RSA private
key is computed using P and Q. But since factoring large
values of N—today we use 2048-bit numbers (about 618
digits)—is infeasible, P and Q cannot be determined. But
a quantum computer will be able to factor N and reveal P
or Q, and thus computing the private key using a classical
computer is relatively easy, since the private key is based
on the simple product (P-1) and (Q-1).
• The Diffie-Hellman (DH) public key is the exponentiation
of an agreed upon domain parameter, call it G, raised to
a random number, call it X, so the public key is GX with
modular arithmetic. Finding the private key from the public key is determining the discrete log. So knowing G and
GX the hard problem is to find LogG (GX). But likewise, a
quantum computer will be able to compute the private key
X from the public key GX by a discrete log.
• The Elliptic Curve analog of Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) is the
same as Diffie-Hellman using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) mathematics. Similarly, a quantum computer
will be able to compute the ECDH private key form the
public key.
All three of these cryptographic algorithms are used to establish symmetric keys. RSA is used for key transport, and
both DH and ECDH are used for key agreement. Specifically,

Figure 1 – Arrows of time

the cryptographic protocol Transport Layer Security (TLS)
uses RSA, DH, or EDCH to establish two session keys, such
as AES-256 for data encryption, and another used as a keyedhash message authentication code (HMAC) with a hash algorithm such as SHA-256. When a reliable quantum computer
becomes available for cryptanalysis, the public key encapsulated within a digital certificate for the TLS protocol can be
reversed to determine the private key, so what affect will this
inevitable capability have on TLS and other security protocols?
For this next discussion, refer to figure 1. Four arrows, numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4, are mapped to three time frames labeled
A, B, and C.
Herein lies the problems:
Arrow 1 – the legacy
This arrow represents the current use of legacy asymmetric
algorithms (e.g., RSA, DH, or ECDH) for key establishment
with TLS. The first time frame (A) was the happy zone when
hard math problems were infeasible.
• White Diffie and Martin Hellman published their
groundbreaking paper “New Directions in Cryptog-
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raphy” in 1976 introducing asymmetric cryptography
using discrete logarithms.
• Shortly thereafter, Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman published their paper “A Method for
Obtaining Digital Signatures and Public-Key Cryptosystem” in 1978, expanding asymmetric cryptography using factorization.
• Victor Miller published his paper “Use of Elliptic
Curves in Cryptography” in 1985 and independently Neal Koblitz published his paper “Elliptic Curve
Cryptosystems” in 1987, both researchers extending
asymmetric cryptography with elliptic curve algebra.

Arrow 2 – PQC
This arrow represents the future use of post-quantum cryptography (PQC) algorithms. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is currently managing yet
another cryptographic transition. Ralph Poore and Jeff Stapleton published their paper “Cryptographic Transition” [14]
in 2006. Previously, NIST has facilitated the replacement of
DES with AES, the replacement of SHA1 with SHA2, and the
alternative SHA3 algorithms. The good news is that NIST
is pretty good at such transitions. The NIST Post-Quantum
Cryptography (PQC) [11] program is selecting the algorithms
that will run on classical computers but are designed to be
resistant to quantum computer cryptanalysis.
Arrow 3 – the quantum menace
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This arrow represents the quantum menace, basically cryptanalysis using quantum computers. The Peter Shor paper,
“Polynomial-Time Algorithms for Prime Factorization and
Discrete Logarithms on a Quantum Computer,” proposed
using quantum computers in 1997. This paper explained how
a quantum computer might be used for solving the two hard
mathematical problems, factorization for breaking RSA, and
discrete logs for breaking DH and ECDH. The third time
frame (C) is when the cryptographic transition from legacy
asymmetric cryptography to PQC algorithms occurs. When
this happens and how long it will take, are of course some of
the big questions. Information security professionals are told
that quantum computers are inevitable, the theoretical issues
have been resolved, and it is just an engineering problem.
Arrow 4 – the hidden threat
This arrow represents the hidden threat, when bad actors are
harvesting TLS sessions during the second time frame (B)
that is now; we are here. The recordings capture the exchange
of public keys, possibly including ephemeral keys that are still
safe because the private key cannot be determined from the
public keys. Ephemeral keys are additional asymmetric keys
used once per session so that if the static private keys are compromised, the attacker cannot replay the TLS key handshake
because the ephemeral keys are unavailable. However, the
quantum menace equally applies to both static and ephemeral keys. Thus, when the third time frame (c) arrives, the bad
actors can determine the private keys, derive the session keys,
and access the encrypted data.
Ephemeral keys have been available for Diffie-Hellman
(DHE) since SSL v3.0 in 1996 and introduced with Elliptic
Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDHE) for TLS v1.1 specifications
in 2006. TLS v1.3 [5] published in 2018 deprecated RSA key
transport (RSA digital signatures remained valid) and mandated the use of ephemeral keys. As noted, the security concept being that if the server private key was compromised,
bad actors who had recorded the TSL session could not replay
the negotiation because the ephemeral keys are unavailable.
But, ephemeral keys will be vulnerable to the quantum menace.
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Hypothesis
The hypothesis is about when the cryptographic transition
needs to occur. Michele Mosca [12] provided an inequality
equation D + T ≥ Qc where D is the amount of time needed
to secure data, T is the time for the cryptographic transition,
and Qc is the time for the quantum menace. Called Mosca’s
Inequality, but sometimes expressed as X + Y > Z, consider
when D is three years, T is estimated for five, ten, fifteen, and
twenty years, and Qc is assumed to be twelve years. See figure
2 for a graphical representation using these parameters.

Figure 2 – Mosca's Inequality

For the first estimate when the transition is five years but Qc
is twelve years, the transition can be completed in time at
low risk. But for the second estimate when the transition is
ten years, the 3-year data is at medium risk because quantum computers are available. However, when the transition
takes fifteen or more years the data is at high risk due to
quantum cryptanalysis. So, there is a race to transition from
legacy asymmetric cryptography to PQC. Clearly, adjusting
the 3-year data protection parameter or the 12-year quantum
computer parameter will change the inequality, so each organization needs to manage its own risk regarding PQC migration.

Legends
The legends are about choosing the PQC algorithms. The
PQC algorithms have not yet been selected or standardized
by NIST. Per the NIST PQC program, sixty-nine Round 1
candidates were announced in December 2017, with twenty-six Round 2 candidates announced in August 2019, with
Round 3 planned sometime in 2020 or 2021 with draft standards in 2022 to 2024. Characteristically, before manufacturers implement technologies into their products, the industry
standards are published. Thus, transitions are often delayed
waiting on standardization.
As noted, this is not the first NIST time has helped facilitate
a cryptographic transition. In 1973 the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS, later renamed NIST) called for a new industry cryptographic algorithm. NBS selected the IBM submission called Lucifer, the algorithm was selected, adjusted, and
the Data Encryption Standard (DES) was published in 1976.

Fast forward to 1997, NIST called for the replacement of DES.
NIST selected Rijndael, an algorithm submitted by two Belgian cryptographers (Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen) and
the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was published in
2001. In 2007 NIST called for an alternate to SHA2. NIST
selected Keccak, designed by Guido Bertoni, Joan Daemen,
Michaël Peeters, and Gilles Van Assche, and SHA3 was published in 2015.

Myths
The myths are about the cryptographic transitions at the
industry level. As an example, before AES was published in
2001 the financial industry needed to migrate away from
DES. DES was used to protect personal identification numbers (PIN) associated with payment cards: debit cards used
at the point of sale (POS) and credits cards used for cash
advance at automated teller machines (ATM). DES was also
used to protect the payment cards themselves.
• PIN encryption: the PIN is encrypted at the point of sale
at the merchant location or at the ATM at the bank, merchant, or other locations. The enciphered PIN is transmitted to the card issuer for verification. When the enciphered
PIN moves from one system or network to another, the
PIN is translated from one key to another key. PIN translation happens within secure cryptographic devices (SCD).
The SCD imports the enciphered PIN, decrypts the PIN
using one key, re-encrypts using another key, and exports
the translated PIN. The PIN and the two keys are never
exposed outside the SCD.
• PIN verification: when the PIN is originally chosen by the
cardholder, a PIN token is generated by the issuer using another key different than PIN encryption. The issuer stores
the PIN token for subsequent verification, but not the actual PIN. When the card issuer receives the enciphered
PIN from a payment network, the PIN is decrypted, the
PIN token is regenerated, and if the newly generated token
matches the stored token, the PIN verifies. PIN verification algorithms are vendor proprietary, many originating
from the early days of ATM processing.
• CVV verification: when a payment card is created, a card
verification value (CVV) is generated using another key
different than PIN encryption and PIN verification. The
CVV algorithm is brand proprietary despite having different names: JCB uses Card Authentication Value (CAV),
MasterCard uses Card Validation Code (CVC), Visa and
Discover use Card Verification Value (CVV), and American Express uses Card Security Code (CSC). When the
card issuer receives the CVV as part of the card transaction, the 16-digit card number, the 4-digit card expiration
date (MMYY) and the 3-digit card type are used to regenerate the CVV, and if the newly generated CVV matches
the stored CVV, the card is verified.
The Accredited Standards Committee X9, accredited by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) for developing standards for the financial service industry, published
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two Triple Data Encryption Standards (TDES) in 1998 as
an interim solution to replace DES before AES was available. PIN encryption systems were converted from DES to
TDES many years ago, and are now being converted to AES.
However, since PIN verification algorithms are vendor proprietary, they have not been migrated from DES. X9 is developing an AES-based PIN verification standard, but at this
time this is still work in progress. While the CVV algorithm
has been converted from DES to TDES, since the CVV algorithm is brand proprietary, it has not yet been converted to
AES. Accordingly, TDES has been available since 1998 but
the replacement of DES within the financial service industry
is incomplete in two decades.
Hence, we can conclude that cryptographic transitions might
take many years, upwards of twenty years or more. Thus the
Mosca Inequality is looking more like the fourth estimate in
figure 2, which has a high risk for the quantum menace. This
implies that organizations need to begin making plans for
PQC migration much sooner rather than later. The good news
is that industry participants are already taking action. The
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Standards [8]
has updated X.509 “Information Technology – Open Systems
Interconnection – The Directory: Public-key and Attribute
Certificate Frameworks” [9] with extensions for alternate
public keys and signatures, including PQC signatures and
key management algorithms. ASC X9 has undertaken several
proactive initiatives:
• Established the X9F Quantum Computing Risk (QRC)
Study Group [1] and published both a white paper and
technical report on quantum computing risks
• Established the X9F PKI Study Group and restored its
X9F5 Financial PKI workgroup [15] to focus on developing further standards and liaison with the ISO TC68/SC2/
WG8 workgroup
• Approved a new work item to develop a new standard for
quantum-safe TLS handshake
Other industry announcements include Futurex [6] and
Thales, which partners with ISARA and ID Quantique [7] to
combat the future security threats of quantum computing.

Conclusion
In summary, the menace is the inevitable cryptanalysis of legacy asymmetric algorithms using quantum computers. The
hypothesis is when quantum computers are available, maybe
sometime in the next ten to fifteen years. The legend is the
development and selection of post-quantum cryptographic
(PQC) algorithms to replace the legacy asymmetric algorithms. The myth is how long the cryptographic transitions
might take, possibly anywhere from five to twenty years. Organizations need to take the quantum menace seriously and
begin to prepare for the inevitable transition.
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